
Amenities that Matter $10-50

Some of our biggest guest delighters are in this category - don’t miss them!

Bathmat - $15 - this one has strong grips to
prevent guests from slipping in the bathroom

Makeup Washcloths - $25 - save your
washcloths from makeup stains with these
classy makeup dedicated, washable cloths

Bidet Attachment - $0 after rebate! Everyone
loves a clean butt and now you can help your
guests get one with a bidet attachment and
special program just for hosts!

Mosquito Netting - $12 - check off another
Airbnb amenity with mosquito nets

Binoculars - $39 - especially perfect for bird
and animal-watching in remote, wilderness
locations

Multi charging cable - $14 - who doesn’t
need cables to charge electronics? Help
them out!

Can Opener - $22 - everyone needs a can
opener and this one is classy and user
friendly

Noise Machine - $24 - want to give guests an
alternative to complaining about noise? This
noise machine will do it!

Cooler - $33 - perfect for guest daytrips and
outings. This really uplevels the experience,
especially in more remote locations.

Rice Maker - $19.68 - this is an Airbnb
amenity offering and it’s so cheap to satisfy,
why not add one to your kitchen?

Drying Rack (for clothing)- $18.50 - quick
turnover and longer stay travelers both need
to do laundry and sometimes they don’t want
them to go in the dryer - this helps dry
delicates.

Spa Waffle Weave Robe - $34 - perfect for
rentals with some shared areas or just for
making guests feel like they’re having a
luxury experience. Easy to wash and dry -
buy a few for quick turnovers.

Emergency Flashlight & Nightlight & Charger
- $30 - this device acts as a nightlight with
the light pointed towards the ground. In case
of emergency, guests can use it as a
flashlight and can also use it to charge their
devices.

Thermometer - $13.99 - keep guests healthy
and comfortable in the kitchen with a meal
thermometer.
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https://amzn.to/43G3fkT


Glass Food Containers - $33 - when guests
cook, they often have leftovers but plastic
containers are bad for the environment and
can be taken with guests when they leave.
Heavy-duty glass containers that are oven,
freezer, microwave, and dishwasher safe are
the solution.

Transistor Radio for Emergencies - $20 - in
case of emergency and power outage,
guests need to be able to get accurate
information from local authorities. This helps
them stay safe and do that effectively.

Hangers - $20 - uniform, heavy duty hangers
give a luxury feel and uplevel the experience.
Don’t just repurpose random plastic and
metal hangers, make it look like you care.

USB Charging Station (Bedside) - $11- it
seems like there are never enough chargers
in the bedroom. This device solves that
concern.

Hot Water Kettle - $21- tea drinkers and
those who are really cooking extensive meals
both appreciate hot water kettles. Ones that
plug-in should be kept away from the
stovetop to help prevent an unknowing guest
from trying to heat it on the hob.

Water Pitcher with Filter - $24 - help save the
planet by minimizing the use of plastic water
bottles while still offering guests, cool, fresh
and tasty local, filtered water.

Luggage rack with laundry basket - $15 - this
handy device helps guests stay tidy when
they travel with a place for their luggage and
a place for dirty clothes. Remember to buy
two so both people sharing a room can find a
place to stow their gear in a comfortable way.

Zester/Grater - $16.99 - often overlooked but
perfect for the home cook, these zesters are
the perfect addition to your rental kitchen.
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